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SUMMARY

The response of a fsst reactor to a severe transient-overpower event is

dependent on the occurrence, direction, snd magnitude of fuel relocation

processes. Ejection of fuel through breached cladding can contribute signifi-

cantly to the relocation of fuel: however, the reactor response will strongly

depend on the timing and axial location of the cladding failure. Fuel ejected

into upward-flowing coolant at failure locations above the core midplane will

mitigate the severity, while fuel ejected from cladding failures below the

midplane may Increase the severity. It is therefore important to understand

the physical phenomena that lead to cladding failure and how these are

affected by factors such as the fuel history (i.e., gas retention, swelling,

cracking, etc.) and the heating rate.

In this report, we present the results of an initial set of out-of-cell

transient heating experiments performed on unirradiated UO2 pellets fabricated

by a special process to simulate the effect of grain boundary fission gas on

fuel swelling and cladding failure. The fabrication process involved trapping

high-pressure argon on internal pores by sintering annular "CU pellets in a

hot isostatic press (HIP). After fabrication, a stack of four conventional

pellets and one "HIPped" pellet was assembled with stainless steel cladding
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and with a tungsten wi re threaded lengthwise through the central annular

cavity [Ohmic heating of the tungsten wire simulated the nuclear heating

during a thermal transient ]. The HIPped pellet was in the middle of the

five-pellet stack. The pellets varied in diameter, and so the cladding was

HIPped down onto the stack of pellets to ensure a tight fit. This arrangement

allowed a direct comparison of the plastic strains that were produced between

the HIPped pellet and the cladding with those between the non-HlPped pellets

and the cladding.

The stack was subjected to two separate transients (DGF83-O3A and

-038). The first run, -03A, was initiated at a steady-state surface

(cladding) temperature of <700°C and lasted for 19.3 s, at which time the

cladding reached a temperature of ~1150°C. The second run, -03B, followed the

same power history but was started at ~740°C, lasted ~20.8 s (at which time

the tungsten-wire melted), and reached a maximum cladding temperature of

"1400°C several seconds letter. The first run, -03A, produced no evidence of

plastic strain in the cladding, while the second run, -03B, resulted in a

plastic strain of -0.4%. There appeared to be no significant difference

between the plastic strains in the cladding regions surrounding the HIPped and

the non-HIPped pellets in a given run, although the fuel microstructures were

significantly different.

Figures 1 and 2 show photomicrographs of HIPped and non-HIPped UOT»

respectively, and the adjacent cladding after DGF83-03B. As seen in both

figures, fuel melting occurred at the center of both the HIPped and non-HIPped

pellets; however, a dark ring is present near the center in the HIPped fuel

(Fig. la) but not in the non-HIPped fuel (Fig. 2a). The high-magnification

photograph in Fig. lc indicates that this dark band is a high-porosity region

due to increased grain boundary/edge swelling in that pellet. This is also
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evident from a comparison of Figs. Id and le, which show SEM micrographs of

low- and high-porosity regions of HIPped fuel. In contrast, Figs. 2d and 2e

indicate that grain boundary/edge swelling did not occur in Che non-HIPped

pellets. Thus, the presence of the high-pressure argon trapped on internal

pores during sintering in the HIP altered the microstructural behavior.

The results of these preliminary tests indicate that the raicrostruc-

tural behavior of HIPped fuel during thermal transients is different from the

behavior of conventionally fabricated fuel. Furthermore, a comparison of the

microstructural behavior of the HIPped fuel with that of irradiated fuel shows

similarities in terms of the intergranular porosity (Fig. lc) and the develop-

ment of interconnected grain boundary tunnels (Fig. le). We conclude that

this fabrication technique provides a method of simulating the effect of grain

boundary fission gas on transient fuel-cladding mechanical interactions.

Because this technique involves unirradiated fuel, it offers the further

advantage of permitting out-of-cell testing with sophisticated data acquisi-

tion equipment that is not readily utilized in a hot-cell environment.
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Fig. 1. Micrographs of Stainless Steel-Clad HIPped U02 after DGF83-03B.

Composite photograph of fuel and cladding (a); high-magnification
photographs of the fuel near the outer edge (b) and center (c); SEM



Fig. 2. Micrographs of Stainless Steel-Clad non-HIPped U02 after DGF83-03B.
Composite photograph of fuel and cladding (a); high-magnification
photographs of the fuel near the outer edge (b) and center (c);
SEM photographs of the fuel near the outer edge (d) and center (e).


